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Magnetic Properties of Materials 

 
All materials are made of atoms which consist of electrons; these electrons rotate or spin 

about their own axes giving rise to the electric currents. Atoms or molecules of magnetic 

materials (Para and ferromagnetic) possess magnetic moments. When placed in an external 

magnetic field these atoms or molecules are oriented in the field and give rise to resultant 

magnetic moment in the direction of magnetic field in a given volume. The magnetic material 

is then called magnetized or polarized. 

Magnetic material in a magnetic field   

As shown in figure 1, we consider a toroidal solenoid with some turns connected with a 

ballistic galvanometer. When current is passed in the toroid a magnetic flux is produced 

which is linked with secondary. This flux of secondary is calculated with the deflection in 

B.G. using formula given below;  
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Where ‘R’ is total resistance of the secondary circuit, including B.G.  

Now when the same experiment is repeated with an iron core inside the toroid, the B.G gives 

larger throw in general for the same current in the circuit. This indicates that the flux linked 

with secondary is increased with the presence of magnetic material inside the toroid. The 

magnetic field inside the toroid without the iron core in it is given by;    

                           B=𝜇0 
NI  

l
 ……………………. (2) 



Where ‘N’ is number of turns in toroid, l is its length and I is the current flowing in it. The 

quantity ‘
NI  

l
’ gives the number of amperes circulating per meter in the toroid and is called 

‘solenoidal current density js’. So eqn. (2) can be written as; 

                         B=𝜇0 js Web/m2……………………. (3) 

Now we can increase B to the value when the iron core was present in it by increasing the 

current through toroid. The effect of putting the iron core is therefore is equivalent to the 

hypothetical increase in current. Therefore eqn. (3) can be modified as; 

                        B=μ0( jf
s + jm

s ) Web/m2……………………. (4) 

Here ‘jf
s =

NI  

l
’ is the solenoidal current density and ‘jm

s =
NI 𝑚 

l
’ is called the effective 

solenoidal current density that gives the magnetic effect of the material of the iron core; I 𝑚 

is called the magnetising current. 

The magnetic behaviour of the material is due to atomic or molecular magnetic dipoles which 

arise due to the current loops forming due to the orientation or spin of electrons about their 

own axes. In the absence of the magnetic these tiny magnetic dipoles are cancelled by each 

other. But in the presence of the field these tiny magnetic dipoles tend to align themselves 

along the applied magnetic field. The extent of alignment of magnetic dipoles is represented 

by total number magnetic dipoles aligned per unit volume called magnetisation or magnetic 

polarisation ‘M’. To observe how M is related with jm
s  we consider a small cube as shown in 

figure 2.  

The dipole moment of the cube= AI 𝑚; where A is the area of the current loop. Now the 

magnetisation is given by; 
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Where  jm
s  is equivalent solenoidal current density orienting along the vertical faces of the 

cube. 

The first term on RHS of eqn. (4) which depends upon the external effect is of considerable 

importance we call it magnetic field ‘H’ given by; 

                H= jf
s =

NI  

l
 amp-turn/met ………………. (6) 

In the absence of the core the second will be absent in eqn. (4) and we have; 

                B= μ0 jf
s=μ0 H …………….. (7) 

So magnetic field B and H differs by merely a constant  μ0 in vacuum just as vector D differs 

E by the permittivity of free spaceε0. 

 



Some Definitions of Magnetic terms 

1.Magnetic Field Intensity or magnetising Field ‘H’: The number of magnetic lines of 

force per unit area normally in free space (before magnetisation) is called the magnetising 

field. It is denoted by H.     

2.Magnetic Induction or Magnetic flux density ‘B’: When a magnetic material is placed in 

an external magnetic field, then the net magnetic lines of force passing through the material is 

called the magnetic induction or magnetic flux density. It is denoted by ‘B’.  

It is worth remembering that as compared to free space the number of lines passing through 

the magnetic material when magnetic field is applied, is larger i.e. B> H in iron specially. 

3. Intensity of magnetization ‘M’: As mentioned above, when a magnetic substance is 

placed in a magnetic field then the tiny magnetic dipoles of atomic magnets are aligned in the 

direction of applied field and so the substance become magnetized and have magnetic 

moment. The acquired magnetic moment ‘m’per unit volume of the substance is called the 

intensity of magnetization ‘M’ i.e.; 

                           M=  
m  

V
  ………. (8) 

4. Relative Permeability ‘𝛍𝐫’: The ratio of magnetic induction ‘B’ within the material and 

the applied magnetic induction ‘B0’ in free space is called relative permeability ‘μr’ i.e.; 

                        μr =  
B  

B0
  ………..(9) 

The relative permeability is also defined as permeability of the medium to the permeability of 

free space i.e.  μr =  
μ  

μ0
 ………….(10) 

5. Absolute Permeability ‘𝛍’: The ratio of magnetic flux density ‘B’ to the magnetising 

field ‘H’ is called absolute permeability of the material medium i.e. 

                     μ =  
B  

H
 ………… (11) 

The absolute permeability of the free space is expressed as; 

                     μ0 = 
B0  

H
 = 4π x 10-7 Web/A-m ……..(12) 

6.Magnetic susceptibility ‘𝛘𝐦’: The intensity of magnetization ‘M’ is directly proportional 

to the magnetizing field ‘H’ and is parallel to it in isotropic materials so; 

                     M ∝ H 

                    M= χm H; 

So     χm= 
M  

H
 …………….. (13) 



Where ‘χm’ is the constant of proportionality and is called magnetic susceptibility. It is the 

characteristic of the medium and dimensionless quantity. So we can define ‘χm’ as the ratio 

of the intensity of magnetization to the magnetizing field. 

Magnetic parameters in matter 

Combining eqns. (5) and (6) with eqn. (4) we can write the special case of toroid with iron 

core in as; 

                  B = μ0(H + M) ………………. (14) 

Also in any magnetic medium having permeability ‘μ’ we can write; 

 B = μ H ……………… (15) 

Equating eqns. (14) & (15) we have; 

 μ H = μ0(H + M)  

 μ = μ0(1 + 
M  

H
) = μ0(1 + χm)  {using eqn. (13)} 

 
μ  

μ0
 = 𝛍𝐫 = (1 + 𝛘𝐦) ………… (16)  {using eqn.(10)} 

 

 

 

 

  (Reference Book: Electricity and Magnetism by Ahmad & Lal) 

 

 

 


